
























　 In the magazine for fat young ladies, using the term Potchari, it provides the information of 
trendy clothings and accessories. In Japanese, the fat young woman is described as “Potchari 
joshi”. The term potchari （or pocha-kawa） includes the sense that fat and cute. “Potchari joshi” 
or “Pocha-kawa joshi” has come to be taken up in the media. It is also often reported as 
“Potchari boom”. In Japanese culture, obesity is not in the beauty standard of women. Potchari 
does not have the meaning of obesity. It is a word for aﬃ  rming their bodies. Overweight women 
use it for accepting themselves. Apparently, the standards of beauty has become diversiﬁ ed. 
However obesity is considered as predictor of health risks. TV programs and books are 
indicating many discourses on health risk of obesity. We are always receiving the message that 
we must to lose weight for our own health. We think “Potchari” is cute, but that it is not 
healthy.
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6  Anne Zamberlan（1950-1999）は、フラン



















9  Focus on Web 2009/10/11
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